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DIY Halloween Kids' Craft: Glittered
Trick-or-Treat Bags
Materials Needed:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

plain canvas tote bags
water-based craft paint (black, green
and purple)
glitter (black, green and purple)
pen/pencil
disposable paintbrushes
scissors
paper or drop cloth to protect table's surface
Bat, Pumpkins, Spider, Witch, or Ghost
Template

Paint and Glitter Tote
Using a small paintbrush, outline the design
then fill it in with paint. While paint is still
wet, pour glitter over the painted design. Let
the glitter sit for 5-10 minutes while the paint
dries, then pour off excess glitter. Tip: Pour
glitter onto a sheet of paper you can roll into
a funnel then pour unused glitter back into its
container for future projects.

Cut Out and Trace Pattern
Download and print the three Halloween designs attached above (Image 1). Using scissors, cut carefully around your chosen design
then lay it on the tote bag and trace around
pattern with a pen or pencil (Image 2).
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Employee Incentive
Winners For the
Month of September:
• Estella Adame
Broken Arrow

• Catlin Staff
Catlin

• Victor Hayes

October is Breast Cancer Awareness Month, an annual campaign to raise awareness of breast cancer risks, the value of
screening and early detection, and treatment options available
to women and men who are diagnosed with one of the many
forms of breast cancer. More than 249,000 people in the
United States are diagnosed with invasive breast cancer every
year, and nearly 41,000 die from the disease.
Over the years, a loop of pink ribbon has come to symbolize breast cancer
awareness, and today the image of a pink ribbon can be found emblazoned
on thousands of products, from apparel to dishware to office supplies. But
there's more to awareness than just wearing pink.

Chicago
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Day Program

Each employee received
a gift card!!

